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©2004 Marlene.
Marlene’s photograph is so strong because it speaks to the impersonality of the city. The image does this alone, but it takes on
a whole new dimension when Marlene tells the story of her arrival to inner city Johannesburg.
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Participatory Realism
photographing the precarity and resilience of childhood in South Africa

Alex Fattal
In the eighteen months between graduating from college and going to
South Africa, participatory photography, often reduced to “giving cameras to kids,” had become my thing. The program I started in Colombia teaching photography to young people
The discourses of
who had been displaced by that country’s
armed conflict earned widespread acclaim innocence surrounding
in the barrio itself, in the Colombian public these projects deny
sphere, and internationally, having been
exhibited in high profile spaces such as the children the very agency
United Nations General Assembly Build- that participatory media
ing in New York. By the time I arrived to
programs promise.
the Durban offices of the Children’s Rights
Centre (CRC), I had already grown skeptical of the genre’s claims to
a more authentic mode of representation, often framed as providing
an objective window into the child’s point of view. As I discuss in a
forthcoming book, Shooting Cameras for Peace: Youth, Photography, and
the Colombian Armed Conflict, the discourses of innocence surrounding
these projects deny children the very agency that participatory media
programs promise. Fetishistic talk of a child’s “innocent eye” tends to
dominate discourses that surround youth media projects, especially
media coverage of exhibitions and fundraising literature.
My growing cynicism contrasted with the enthusiasm of the CRC,
a nodal NGO that specializes in advocacy and connecting the often
dispersed organizations working on behalf of children in South Africa. As a Lewis Hine Documentary Fellow, funded by Duke University’s
Center for Documentary Studies, I was tasked with the ambitious goal
of creating a photo essay representative of the obstacles to realizing
children’s rights in South Africa that I would flesh out with interviews
that used the photographs as a point of departure for discussion. With
only three months of prior experience living in South Africa, I was in
over my head but determined to create something that would be useful
to the CRC’s advocacy, while also coherent with my evolving position as
a critical practitioner of participatory media projects.
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© 2005 Mixed authorship, Alex Fattal and family members.
When I lived in Durban, I rented a room around the corner from this refugee family that had ﬂed Burundi a decade earlier.
Amid urban violence, xenophobia, and extreme poverty they embraced the opportunities of building a new life in South Africa.
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©2004 Thomas.

©2004 Sicelo.

After a series of long, often frustratingly circular meetings, the CRC
and I devised a plan. I traveled the country from 2003 to 2004, from a
street kids’ shelter in Johannesburg to laborers’ quarters on a wine farm
outside of Stellenbosch; from a San community by the Namibia border to informal settlements in eastern Mpumalanga with adolescents
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Thomas, twelve
years old at the
time, photographs his friends
at Kids Haven
in the midst of
their tug of war
battle.

Sicelo, five years
old at the time,
photographs two
of her four siblings in northern
KwaZulu-Natal.
In the image,
Sicelo’s sister
holds one of
the cameras I
distributed to
the siblings. All of
the siblings have
been orphaned
by HIV/AIDS.

who had come to South Africa from Mozambique as economic migrants; from drought stricken Limpopo to the middle-class home of
disabled child in Bloemfontein; from an orphaned family in northern
KwaZulu-Natal to a family of refugees from
What happens when the Burundi in inner-city Durban. Staying with
project is stripped of its each family or group for about a month, I
taught the basics of photography to chiladvocacy pretensions?
dren (and sometimes caregivers) and had
What, if anything, do them take their own images, while I also
these photographs shot a photo essay of their daily lives. The
children and caregivers photographed in
say about childhood black and white film, while I shot in digital
in contemporary color. Local organizations connected to the
South Africa? CRC facilitated my visits and provided follow-up support to the families and youth,
giving them copies of their images and keeping them apprised of the
circulation of the project, which we named Children’s Visions and Voices,
Rights and Realities in South Africa.
The resulting exhibition, which has circulated throughout South
Africa, used more than 200 images embedded onto giant 1.5 × 1 meter
digital montages printed on a cloth medium. These montages of photographs and their first-person captions were each organized according to
a right: “My Right to Adult Care,” “My Right to Government Services,”
“My Right to Protect my Baby from HIV/AIDS.” While I am glad that the
exhibition has provided the CRC with a useful advocacy tool, the publication of the images here is an attempt to move them out of the rightsbased context that framed the project initially. What happens when the
project is stripped of its advocacy pretensions? What, if anything, do
these photographs say about childhood in contemporary South Africa?
In designing these posters, I worked with the Pretoria-based organization South African History Online, run by Omar Badsha, one of the
resistance photographers at the heart of the Afrapix collective during
the apartheid era. I saw the design challenge of interweaving images
made by my collaborators with my own as a balancing of perspectives
and experiences—in Clifford Geertz’s language, “near” and “far.” In
many ways, the jigsaw puzzle of putting together these posters refracted
the challenges that Afrapix faced two decades earlier, portraying the
struggles of everyday life under apartheid in ways that might translate
to progressive, cosmopolitan audiences in South Africa and abroad
while also resisting sensationalist short cuts (embodied by the notorious “Bang Bang Club,” a group of photojournalists who helicoptered
into scenes of political violence hunting for trophy images). As David
Campbell has noted in his article “ ‘Black Skin and Blood’: Documentary Photography and Santu Mofokeng’s Critique of the Visualization
44
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©2004 Nikiwe.

of Apartheid South Africa,” for the photographers of the Afrapix collective, “everyday life” had different meanings that ranged from the
docu-realist to the ethereal-mystical. The images made by my young collaborators and their caregivers fit more squarely within the docu-realist
sub-genre of documentary photography. Their gaze undermines portrayals of abjection and favors a dignified embrace of the idiosyncratic.
Take, for example, the poster “My Rights as a Refugee,” (see p. 42)
which engages with the highly problematic genre of images of displaced persons. As anthropologist Liisa Malkki has argued in her article, “Speechless Emissaries: Refugees, Humanitarianism, and Dehistoricization,” often images of displaced women and children construct a
universal figure of refugees or displaced persons as speechless, depoliticized subjects that call out for humanitarian interventions. Malkki notes
that not only do refugees seldom speak in popular representation, but
they are frequently presented visually as a mass, “a sea” or “blur” of humanity, the human condition in its rawest, barest form. “[N]o names,
no funny faces, no distinguishing marks, no esoteric details of personal
style enter, as a rule, into the frame of pictures of refugees,” Malkki
writes. The young Burundian refugees whose work appears on two refugee-focused CRC posters (one of which is reproduced here) combine
the idiosyncratic, such as the family’s youngest daughter’s funny poses
and her elder brother’s imitation of Tupac, with more iconic images of
the refugee experience, such as selling shoes in Durban’s flea market
and phone minutes on the street. In other words, these are representations that underscore the agentive and idiosyncratic without shying
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Nikiwe
photographs
her sister. The
theme of the
assignment was
to photograph
their aspirations.
When we sat
down to discuss
the image,
Nikiwe said, “I’d
like to be very
famous and have
money.” The
group of siblings
had been orphaned by HIV/
AIDS and was
struggling to pay
their school fees
at the time.

Though Sicelo,
the youngest
sibling in the
group, clicked
this image, her
sister staged it
to portray the
fear of gangsters
in their area of
KwaZulu-Natal.
When we sat
down to discuss
the image,
Sicelo said, “I’d
like to grow up
to become a
policewoman.
My older sister
Gcina also wants
to be a policewoman and do
the same. Sindi
wants to be a
social worker.”

©2004 Sicelo.
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from the struggles of life in exile, a combination that militates against
blanket notions of the innocent gaze of youth.
Since my work in the intervening twelve years has focused on Colombia, I will leave it to other scholars to evaluate the current state of childhood and children’s rights in South Africa. What I will say, looking back
through the images, is that two themes pop
The social worker at Kids
out: precarity and resilience. These tropes
come through in different ways depending Haven told me that she
on the authorial perspective. For example, had sensed a change in
I would never have thought to photograph
the top of a skyscraper in Johannesburg, Marlene since she began
but Marlene did. She explains:
taking photographs;

that the project came
at an important time in
her process of healing
and maturation.

[The photograph of the skyscraper] reminds me of the time I ran away from
home and came to Gauteng. I was
around these huge buildings and I was
so frightened, just to look at the buildings. I was so scared I
didn’t know where to go. I was just crying all the way and people were just staring at me. I was so frightened. Then I thought,
maybe I should go and sit where there are no buildings and lots
of people around, so I went to this place over here. I was sitting
over there and it was so quiet but still I was crying. When these
big men would just pass I was so scared, I just thought that
maybe one would come and rape me. I just thought something
bad can happen to me. But I just sat there until the other girl
who I was with said ‘we must take another walk.’

When I met Marlene, she was thriving in Kids Haven, a shelter for
children who had been abandoned and had spent time on the streets.
She was helping newcomers struggling to adjust to the regimented life
in the shelter. The photo-based narratives she created were a testament
to her precarity; but the vision that I keep of her in my mind is of her
laughing on the soccer pitch surrounded by friends, an image of the
persistence of her youthful spirit.
The social worker at Kids Haven, who had been working with Marlene for years, told me that she had sensed a change in Marlene since
she began taking photographs, that the project came at an important
time in her process of healing and maturation. I lived on the premises
of Kids Haven and Marlene would seek me out, asking when we would
go on another photographic excursion. Our last trip was to the streets
of inner-city Johannesburg, the same streets where she had felt so
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vulnerable. Though there are many ways we might interpret her image
of the skyscraper, I see it as Marlene asserting a form of control over
the same buildings that had made her feel so small, by arresting them
in time. At their best, the photo-narratives in Children’s Visions and Voices,
Rights and Realities in South Africa tack dialectically between glimpses
into the multiple types of precarity facing children in South Africa and
the resilient spirit of the children themselves.
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